he ability of aa Euler code to predict mutual aerodynamic interference in the transonic regime was investigated. One, two, and three body combinations of a cruciform finned configuration were examined at Mach numbers from 0.80 to 1.20 and angles of attack up to ten degrees. Predicted surface pressure distributions were compared with wind tunnel data for the first time on three finned bodies with success. The Euler code was found to predict body pressures well in many interference regions, although shock location often was less accurate due to viscous effects in the strongest interference flowfield near Mach 1. Rigid body physics of the three body combination was investigated from integrated pressure disLributions.
F'orce and moment behavior was found to be strongly dependent upon Mach number. Figure 8 .
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7hi3 grid is now 24 blocks (289,4B32 run to convergence, otL 1,0nQ sr0'O points), simply by adding three outer boundary apeed of approximat-ly 1.) blocks where t~he reflection plane was located in iteration. Figure 7 .
Here the size of the first 21 blocks are the s3ame as before with the same spacing Multi-Body Pressure (omparlzons enforced where possible.
To illustrate the aerodynm.. .s an Implicit, two-paas, upwind scheme, second flow is forced to -icceler-ite b'i!twcen tli' noiit i order accurate in space.
It solves the flux-3 data shows no change in the shock location as forward, influencfd by '-he interference 'lowfield. additional bodies are added, although the magniClearly, the inviscid code has difficulty predicttude of the expansion increases. With this body ing the shock l~ocation In the viscous r~o location being the farthest from the third body, between the bodie. 'he relatively small increase in flow expansion is not surprising. When tlie -nree-body case was placed at angle attack increased, the magnitude of the nocy of attack, tfte agreement with data was, in pressure expansion on the leeward side actually g eneral, as good as before. Figure 13 shows the decreased, opposite to that. observed in the single Lructure it' --.-e pressure distribution on the top body case and on the upper Dody, 5>jure side of the upper body at Mach 0.95.
In addition, addition, the shock moved aift rather than forward, pressure distributions for the single body case although the data shows Little, it' aoy, movement. are also plotted for freestream reference.
In It appears that the upper bodies in the three-body both the one and three body cases, the curves are case appear to dominate the overall flowfield i.. consistent as angle of attack increases to ten this case by not only establishing the :strong body/ d egrees.
At angle of attack, both cases show shock in the interferenced region tnat fi
-C
increased expansion and forward movement of the farther downstream on the lower body, but alzo shocks when compared to zero angle of attack inhibiting the normal expansion that would occur 2urves .
On t he windward side of the upper body, on a body leeside at -nglc of ittac k. 7hlr --Fiigure 14, the Clow expansions decreased and the probably due to a channeting eff' ct botw,?en body shock moved rearward with increasing angle of three bodies that in essence not only reduces -n i.ack.
:n the si.igle body case the wind tunnel effective angle of attack on the lower bodv, -i.. lata confirms t.nis prediction, but in the threealso limits the leesidJe expansion )-n '.h--body case it Joes not.
The data shows the body to the magnitude of' the windward * xp.noionopposite effect with the shock moving slightly the upper body. inboard and outboard sides of the upper body, 0. Figure 21 , give evidence for this reversal.
In marked contrast to Mach 0.80, the flow expansion (0 60 C in the fin region is nearly the same from one side 0 of the body to the other.
In addition, the pressure on the outboard side of the nose expands i.00 00 0 40 060 0.80 i 00 more rapidly than the inboard side, resulting in a <I net outboard force.
However, the significant contributions to the outward force occurs as i Fig. 22 Cupersonic :ntr.-r -Cr'r-n, , Since this ilso occurs n toe vertiso behavior was seen on the upper/lower sides of the plane of both the upper ind >ower bod.:s, ! . upper and lower bodies. Figure 22 supports this result is that the nose oF the 'jpp'r body pitche.:
observation on the lower body and shows the good upward and yaws outboard, while the nose :) " " agreement between prediction and data that was lower body pitches downward. Thi s phenomena ".i.
consistent throughout the investigation. The been observed on numerous occasions _ ,bsoni,: result is that at Mach 1.20, the resultant force flight of actual aircraft with multiple bodies .nis outward/upward on the upper body, and downward carriage.
Reversal oF this trnd -upersonicail. )n the lower body.
can be explained frorn F1r 'i nd , dominant feature here is the ,ircg 3hock on ". Investigation oF the moment coefficients body at X/L = 0.67, with the iccompanyinl, ,xpanyielded an equally interesting explanation. sion area before and sharp cnmnpr,,ssion ,egion Figure 19 shows that the bodies react to the after. This expansion/compression forms . -oupie subsonic flow opposite to that in supersonic flow.
that rotates the nose inward and the Fin :eo-on Subsonically, the nose of each body moves away outward. The magnitudo oF tone mom.nt . from the other, while the fin sections move toward restricted by the proximity oF toe forces to .ne each other.
In supersonic flow the direct oppomoment reference center, ind o count'rbctinr site occurs, where the body nose sections come nose compression on the inboard '. 3nce "n' together while the Fin sections move apart.
At vertical plane oF both the upper mi lowr bohi,2 Mach 0.80, Figure 20 , the Flow expansion on the are iimilarly effected, Lhe r'-' , 
